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Belkin InvisiGlass (F8W714VF)
InvisiGlass Screen Protection for Apple Watch (38mm)
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 18.86 €
Eco fees: 0.01 €
VAT 21 %: 3.96 €

Product details:
Product code: F8W714VF
EAN: 0745883718702
Manufacturer: Belkin

22.83 €
* VAT included
FEELS LIKE YOUR APPLE WATCH WITH ADDED DURABILITY
InvisiGlass Screen Protection is the best screen protector available, engineered for strength and clarity and tested to
meet optometric standards. The result is a crystal clear screen protector that keeps your screen safe from damage while
still giving you an incredible screen experience.
ADDED STRENGTH
InvisiGlass screen protectors are 100% real, flexible glass, engineered to a hardness rated at 9H. This exceptionally
tough material is damage-resistant, which helps to prevent scratching.
ENGINEERED WITH FluidFlex TECHNOLOGY
Inflexible materials can be brittle, causing them to snap under pressure. InvisiGlass is engineered with FluidFlex
technology which gives it a unique elasticity. This enables it to withstand and absorb the shock of impact without
breaking, much like a tree or a tall building.
A NATIVE, NATURAL SCREEN EXPERIENCE
The flexible glass has been carefully manufactured to add strength while preserving the smooth feel of regular glass. It
is also amazingly thin which preserves the sensitivity of the touchscreen. This ensures a glide and touchscreensensitivity that is almost identical to the naked screen.
MARKET LEADER IN CLARITY
Belkin screen protectors preserve the vibrant color, resonance and clarity of your screen so you can enjoy the brilliance
of each and every pixel. To ensure our screen protectors are of market-leading clarity, we use the same testing
methods as those used for eyeglasses by optometrists.
PRECISE APPLICATION
A precisely applied screen protector provides greater protection for your Apple Watch. InvisiGlass Screen Protection
includes an included an easy align tray to add precision to any application. The tray helps to align the screen protector
to your watch so precisely, it's hard to know it's even there.
ENHANCED PROTECTION
The touchscreen of your Apple Watch is the primary access route to the features and capabilities stored within.
Protection of the screen not only prevents visual damage to keep your watch looking like new, but also preserves allimportant functionality.
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Every InvisiGlass Screen Protector is backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty. So if your screen protector is ever
scratched or damaged, send it back and we'll be happy to replace it.
- Rated 9H hardness for added strength
- Flexible glass feels like native screen
- Tested for optical clarity
- Includes easy align tray for precise application
- Protects screen from scratches and scuffs
- Engineered with FluidFlex technology to absorb shock
- Ultra-thin at 0.2mm to preserve touchscreen sensitivity

- Limited Lifetime Warranty
Main specifications:

Features
Type:
Device type:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Touchscreen compatible:
Protection features:
Hardness:

Clear screen protector
Smartwatch
Apple
Apple Watch EditionApple Watch Nike+Apple Watch Series 1Apple
Watch Series 2Apple Watch Sport
Y
Scratch resistant,Shock resistant
9H

Performance
Product colour:

Transparent

Weight & dimensions
Thickness:

0.2 mm

Packaging content
Cleaning cloth:
Screen protector applicator:

Y
Y

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

